
Liberal High School Lesson Plans 

Teacher:David A. Hoffman             Class:Geometry 

12/18/2017 To 12/22/2017 
Monday, 
12/18/2017 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will compare and contrast undefined and defined terms, find line segment and angle measures, and 
classify polygons; name and utilize math properties; compare and contrast line segments, rays, lines, points, 
angles, angle bisectors, perpendicular bisectors, triangle congruence and similarity postulates, figure dimensions 
such as missing angles and sides, classify triangles by angles and sides, solve ratios, proportions, use cross 
product property, find geometric mean, use formulas for perimeter, circumference, and area; Also, The student 
will find side lengths and angles in right triangles and discuss properties of a right triangle related to its diagonal 
(hypotenuse), two legs, and angle measures and use 45-45-90 & 30-60-90 special triangles and use trigonometric 
ratios to find side lengths and angles of a right triangle as well as angle of elevation and angle of depression. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.MG.1; G.GPE.7; G.CO.12; G.SRT.2; G.SRT.5; G.CO.1; G.CO.6; G.GPE.5; G.MG.1; G.GMD.3 
G.SRT.8 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

line segment, coordinate, plane, quadrant, x-axis, y-axis, origin, segment bisector, angle, acute, right, obtuse, 
straight, adjacent, complementary, supplementary, vertical angles, linear pair, polygon, regular polygon, concave, 
convex, equilateral, equiangular,Midsegment of a triangle, Midsegment Theorem, commutative, associative, 
identity, inverse, distributive, transitive, reflexive, symmetric, multiplicative property of zero, coordinate proof, 
perpendicular bisector, equidistant, equilateral, equiangular, isosceles, vertex, base angles, angle bisector, 
distance from point to line, Pythagorean Theorem, Triangle Sum Theorem, Triangle Inequality Theorem, side 
opposite, included angle, ratio, proportion, means, extremes, Cross Products Property, geometric mean, 
reciprocal property, numerator, denominator, similar polygons, scale factor, perimeters of similar polygons, 
corresponding lengths, corresponding angles, congruent, similar triangles, ratio, proportion, similar polygons, 
SSS, SAS, HL, ASA & AAS Triangle Congruence Postulates, corresponding angles, congruent, midsegment, parallel 
lines, transversal, angle bisector, Triangle Proportionality Theorem, AA, SSS & SAS Triangle Similarity Postulate, 
hypotenuse, legs, right triangle, Pythagorean Theorem, and Pythagorean triple, converse, 45-45-90 right triangle, 
30-60-90 right triangle, sine, cosine, tangent, inverse, angle of elevation, angle of depression 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

midpoint formula and distance formula, sketch, draw, and name points, lines, planes; addition and subtraction; 
usage of a ruler and calculator, Protractor usage to measure various angles, apply properties of corresponding 
parts of congruent figures to find measurement of missing sides; count number of angles in a polygon for 
classification; solve problems by identifying concept, compare and contrast geometric figures, and perform 
algebraic operations; plot coordinate points on Cartesian coordinate plane and identify/draw geometric shapes, 
recall measures of line segments cut in two and right angle measure, use Algebra to determine lengths of line 
segments; describe 12 math properties; classify triangles by angles and side lengths; analyze properties of special 
triangles; note that the longest side of a triangle is across from the largest angle and the shortest side is across 
from the smallest angle; also a certain relationship must exist with the sides of a triangle to form one; compare 
corresponding sides of triangles and use logic; A ratio is a fraction; equivalent ratios have the same simplified 
form; proportions are two ratios set equal; compare and contrast angles of polygons for congruence then 
compare the polygons by side lengths for scale factor; write similarity statements for triangles; write similarity 
statements for triangles when comparing shortest sides, longest sides, and remaining sides; angle pairs of two 
parallel lines cut by a transversal is very similar to three parallel lines cut by two transversals so that proportions 
and their properties can be used to figure unknown sides; Also, Describe parts of a right triangle and solve 
algebraic equation of Pythagorean Theorem using perfect squares, square roots, and squaring numbers, and use 
trig ratios to find missing sides or angles of a right triangle as well as angle of elevation and angle of depression 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Reading          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Word wall and concept posters around room 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Inquiry          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Teacher will distribute semester final exam, calculators, scratch paper and monitor exam for 
periods 1, 2, 3,  and 5. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Graphic Organizer          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Tuesday, 
12/19/2017 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will compare and contrast undefined and defined terms, find line segment and angle measures, and 
classify polygons; name and utilize math properties; compare and contrast line segments, rays, lines, points, 
angles, angle bisectors, perpendicular bisectors, triangle congruence and similarity postulates, figure dimensions 
such as missing angles and sides, classify triangles by angles and sides, solve ratios, proportions, use cross 
product property, find geometric mean, use formulas for perimeter, circumference, and area; Also, The student 
will find side lengths and angles in right triangles and discuss properties of a right triangle related to its diagonal 
(hypotenuse), two legs, and angle measures and use 45-45-90 & 30-60-90 special triangles and use trigonometric 



ratios to find side lengths and angles of a right triangle as well as angle of elevation and angle of depression. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.MG.1; G.GPE.7; G.CO.12; G.SRT.2; G.SRT.5; G.CO.1; G.CO.6; G.GPE.5; G.MG.1; G.GMD.3 
G.SRT.8 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

line segment, coordinate, plane, quadrant, x-axis, y-axis, origin, segment bisector, angle, acute, right, obtuse, 
straight, adjacent, complementary, supplementary, vertical angles, linear pair, polygon, regular polygon, concave, 
convex, equilateral, equiangular,Midsegment of a triangle, Midsegment Theorem, commutative, associative, 
identity, inverse, distributive, transitive, reflexive, symmetric, multiplicative property of zero, coordinate proof, 
perpendicular bisector, equidistant, equilateral, equiangular, isosceles, vertex, base angles, angle bisector, 
distance from point to line, Pythagorean Theorem, Triangle Sum Theorem, Triangle Inequality Theorem, side 
opposite, included angle, ratio, proportion, means, extremes, Cross Products Property, geometric mean, 
reciprocal property, numerator, denominator, similar polygons, scale factor, perimeters of similar polygons, 
corresponding lengths, corresponding angles, congruent, similar triangles, ratio, proportion, similar polygons, 
SSS, SAS, HL, ASA & AAS Triangle Congruence Postulates, corresponding angles, congruent, midsegment, parallel 
lines, transversal, angle bisector, Triangle Proportionality Theorem, AA, SSS & SAS Triangle Similarity Postulate, 
hypotenuse, legs, right triangle, Pythagorean Theorem, and Pythagorean triple, converse, 45-45-90 right triangle, 
30-60-90 right triangle, sine, cosine, tangent, inverse, angle of elevation, angle of depression 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

midpoint formula and distance formula, sketch, draw, and name points, lines, planes; addition and subtraction; 
usage of a ruler and calculator, Protractor usage to measure various angles, apply properties of corresponding 
parts of congruent figures to find measurement of missing sides; count number of angles in a polygon for 
classification; solve problems by identifying concept, compare and contrast geometric figures, and perform 
algebraic operations; plot coordinate points on Cartesian coordinate plane and identify/draw geometric shapes, 
recall measures of line segments cut in two and right angle measure, use Algebra to determine lengths of line 
segments; describe 12 math properties; classify triangles by angles and side lengths; analyze properties of special 
triangles; note that the longest side of a triangle is across from the largest angle and the shortest side is across 
from the smallest angle; also a certain relationship must exist with the sides of a triangle to form one; compare 
corresponding sides of triangles and use logic; A ratio is a fraction; equivalent ratios have the same simplified 
form; proportions are two ratios set equal; compare and contrast angles of polygons for congruence then 
compare the polygons by side lengths for scale factor; write similarity statements for triangles; write similarity 
statements for triangles when comparing shortest sides, longest sides, and remaining sides; angle pairs of two 
parallel lines cut by a transversal is very similar to three parallel lines cut by two transversals so that proportions 
and their properties can be used to figure unknown sides; Also, Describe parts of a right triangle and solve 
algebraic equation of Pythagorean Theorem using perfect squares, square roots, and squaring numbers, and use 
trig ratios to find missing sides or angles of a right triangle as well as angle of elevation and angle of depression 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Reading          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Word wall and concept posters around room 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Inquiry          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Teacher will distribute semester final exam, calculators, scratch paper and monitor exam for 8th 
hour Geometry class. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Graphic Organizer          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Wednesday, 
12/20/2017 

Content 
Objective: 

TEACHER WORKDAY 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

      

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

      

 Process 
Vocabulary 

      

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Choose an item.          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:      

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Choose an item.          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:      

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Choose an item.          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      



Walls That 
Teach 

 Choose an item.          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Thursday, 
12/21/2017 

Content 
Objective: 

TEACHER WORKDAY -- REDESIGN PROJECT 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

      

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

      

 Process 
Vocabulary 

      

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Other          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:      

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Choose an item.          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:      

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Graphic Organizer          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Choose an item.          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

  
 

 

Friday, 
12/22/2017 

Content 
Objective: 

TEACHER WORKDAY -- REDESIGN PROJECT 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

      

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

      

 Process 
Vocabulary 

      

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Choose an item.          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:      

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Choose an item.          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:      

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Choose an item.          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Choose an item.          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 


